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CONSENT CALENDAR
December 14, 2021

To: Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council
From: Councilmember Ben Bartlett
Subject: Health Care Facility Oversight

RECOMMENDATION
Refer to the City Manager and the Community Health Commission an assessment of the 
breadth of regulatory control the City of Berkeley can exert on skilled nursing facilities, and 
create a process of accountability if complaints are found to be substantiated that threaten, or 
could potentially escalate to the point of threatening, the wellbeing of patients and/or violate 
federal, state, or local law; the business license of the offending facility will be suspended until 
the skilled nursing facility submits a report demonstrating rectification of the situation. 

BACKGROUND
The California Department of Public Health (CDPH) mandates that skilled nursing facilities 
provide 3.5 hours of patient care to each patient per day.1 For instance, some care facilities in 
Berkeley are reported to have as few as 6 staffers serving 66 patients, meaning that even if the 
staff worked around the clock, at most they would be able to offer 2.1 staff hours per patient per 
day. In 2021 alone, the facility has received 12 complaints, but not a single one has been 
followed up by an enforcement action2. This is just a single example in an egregious pattern of 
lack of care met with lack of enforcement. In 2019, for example, skilled nursing facilities were 
found to violate an average of 23 federal and state laws per facility. Yet, in the 77 skilled nursing 
facilities across California, not a single regulation was enforced. As a result, there has been a 
history of negligence, mistreatment, and patient abuse within Californian care facilities.3

CURRENT SITUATION
The City has received numerous grievances from concerned community members over the 
quality of care in certain skilled nursing facilities in Berkeley. Community members complain of 
neglect, indifference, and harmful, negligent behavior with sometimes tragic consequences. 

The City must address these hazards by creating internal procedures and policies designed to 
prevent further harmful acts. Precedence for license revocation policies can be found in other 
municipalities. For example, Chapter 6 Section 1.80 of Superior, Colorado Municipal Code 
states that business licenses can be suspended “when any activity conducted by the licensee, 
his or her employee or agent violates any federal, state or local rule, regulation or law.4 The City 

1https://canhrnews.com/guidelines-for-3-5-direct-care-service-hours-per-patient-day-dhppd-staffing-
audits/ 
2 https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CalHealthFind/Pages/SearchResult.aspx 
3 https://calmatters.org/health/2021/10/nursing-homes-oversight-california-hearing/ 
4 https://library.municode.com/co/superior/codes/municipal_code?nodeId=CH6BULIRE 
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of Berkeley could adopt such an ordinance to shutter inept care facilities and deter improper 
conduct and mismanagement. 

Furthermore, to ensure enforcement, the City could mandate that all complaints be forwarded to 
the Environmental Health Division to be reviewed in a timely manner. This would prevent a 
backlog of complaints and strengthen City follow-through. 

The City of Berkeley needs to enforce strict regulations over the performance and conditions of 
skilled nursing care facilities to ensure that patients are not stripped of their right to quality care. 
As stated above, a particularly skilled nursing care facility received 12 complaints in 2021, but 
there was zero enforcement action taken against them. With this recommendation, there will be 
a strict standard that skilled nursing care facilities must meet to guarantee that issues are 
adequately addressed by the City of Berkeley. Furthermore, it provides safeguards to ensure 
that patients are not neglected by those assigned to look after them. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Determine as part of City Manager and Commission response.
Suppose the City can regulate skilled nursing facilities (generally not a City role). In that case, 
there could be significant financial implications because there is currently no staff assigned to 
this work in the City. 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATIONS
This item was informed by consultations with and complaints raised by community members.

CONTACT PERSONS
Councilmember Ben Bartlett bbartlett@cityofberkeley.info 
James Chang jchang@cityofberkeley.info 
Hillary Phan 510-981-7130
Jerry Wong 510-981-7135
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